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Strange is the new space horror from director Fede Alvarez. A team of commandos on a mission in a Central American jungle find themselves hunted by an extraterrestrial warrior. It's the ultimate battle between the Earth and the unknown... By:STAR WOLF. Saving humanity just got realer... For centuries, the family of the man who created the seraphim has remained blissfully ignorant of the past.
When their now-deceased patriarch's last will is read, a strange twist of fate reveals that a benevolent, world-saving organization has survived his death. But it's not benevolent. By:PEGGY RADACK. A story of love, heartbreak, and supernatural fear, and a devastating journey of self-discovery. As life and death struggle to find one another in the world of darkness and light, love is born and reborn for
a dark fate... By:JANEE COWEN. In Nazi-occupied Paris, life as usual goes on among the people living in the shadow of the occupation. Their seemingly simple lives take a sudden turn when they meet, in the hospital, a mysterious man who claims to be from the future. By:SCOTT GABBARD. One hundred years from now, the world is gone. A young boy is the last to survive and he must find a way
to escape the Earth's destroyed surface. He makes his way through a devastated landscape, encountering more than he can handle. By:ELEANORA MONTANA. Love is a strange thing, and sometimes the strangest things are the truest ones. It's not unusual for humans to fall in love with one another; it's just that some of them cannot help but question how much they really want to be in love with each
other... By:SHARON BENDER. But what does the future hold when things take a turn for the worse, and a nation disappears beneath the waters? With a crisis brewing, a young man is forced to follow a road that he thought he never would take, and is caught between the path he took and the path he has to take. By:PATRICIA ANN HART. It’s been three years since the crime that put James O’Neill
on the run. Now, he must find his daughter again and save his grandson from the brink of death. There’s no better place to start than by digging up the
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Predator movie clips: Film:FandangoNOW . Predator movie trailer 2018 Russian trailers for movies, TV series and games! Interesting movie trailers Trailer to the film Predator 2018 Russian trailers for movies, TV series and games! Interesting trailers for movies ... Russian movie trailer "Predator 2" [2018] Continuation of the story of the legendary Predator. A group of scientists led by Russian
movie trailer "Predator 2 " [2018] The continuation of the story of the legendary Predator. A group of scientists led by ... Predator 2018 Russian trailer. fffad4f19a
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